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United Traders ecosystem

Investment Marketplace

Exchange

Since 2012 United Traders started offering its clients investment products. The 

very first one was the purely algorithmic trading hedge fund Kvadrat Black, 

which performance was awesome with the low risk of losses. Later we added 

IPOs, pre-IPO stocks and Crypto currency fund. Now we want to continue 

enlarging our selection of best investment products like bonds, real estate 

funds and other. As well as the launch of the ICOs of the world’s best startups.  

The entire market place has been released on 16th of October 2017 and now 

available at unitedtraders.com website.

The idea behind the UT ecosystem is the combination of platforms, that will bring together the investor’s 

capital and the world’s best and most effective investment products alongside with the brilliant idea startups, 

that will help the world make better, fueled by blockchain and crypto technologies. As well as create the 

secondary market for such products and allow people to exchange them to each other. Accompanied by the 

knowledge base and crowd sourced intelligence.

The United Traders company was born as a team of traders, who were

specializing on trading US equities and profiting from systematic

ineffectiveness of US complex equities market. Since 2010 we launched 

the development of trading algorithms, that resulted in wins of best private 

investor contest held by the Moscow exchange(MOEX) in 2011 and 2012.

In 2014-2015 our algorithmic hedge fund Kvadrat Black has been nominated 

as the best equities fund global. In 2016 we helped to launch Saint Petersburg 

Exchange (SPB exchange) and became the first and the biggest liquidity provider 

for them on US equities. Using our competence in algorithmic, high frequency and 

execution trading we plan to offer the unique smart routing system that will allow 

to execute large orders on crypto exchanges in the most efficient way with the 

lowest price impact and fee costs. Once we get enough volume of orders and 

number of traders we will organically launch the entire exchange that will match 

the orders internally before routing them out into the open market.

A special role in our system is played by the multi-exchange trading platform 

Aurora, which allows traders to work on such major electronic markets as: NYSE, 

NASDAQ, BATS, ARCA, CME, CBOE, CBOT, EUREX, MOEX, SPBEX.

Mega Dictionary

We are proud of our current online media UTmagazine.ru which had proved the 

business model we had chosen for its rise of daily visitors coming from organic 

search requests. It helps us to generate traffic for our main products and bring 

new clients to our company. We plan to continue utilizing the proven business 

model as well as adding independent advertisers to the platform (for the 

moment the only advertiser is the United Traders itself). Current number 

of monthly visitors is 1 mln visitors according to the SimilarWeb stats.

We see those three lines of our business and competence perfectly complementing each other, 

thus we come into decision to combine them together in one ecosystem with UT token which 

will become the payment method for all of the services provided by the United Traders platform.



Summary

100  000  000  U
Total issued

65  000  000  U
Available for Token Sale

30  000  000 U
For UT founders and employees

5  000  000 U
Affiliate Program and Bounty

Pre-Sale

1.10.2017 00:00 GMT — 30.11.2017 05:59 GMT

Main Token Sale

30.11.2017 09:00 GMT — 24.12.2017 23:59 GMT

Based on

General Conditions Pre-sale Discounts

Ethereum

Standart

ERC20

Short Name Amount Discount

More than 830 ETH 30%

330 ETH – 830 ETH 15%

165 ETH – 330 ETH 7,5%

70 ETH – 165 ETH 0%

UTT

Unsold tokens will be burned


